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Mission:
Fiber Network Connectivity to Desktop Workstations, IP Phones, Laptops, Tablet, Thin Clients and Printers

Enterprises, financial institutions, and federal agencies are 
using fiber optics at the desk (FTTD) to maximize security 
and increase network speed, bandwidth, and efficiency. 
Fiber networking reduces the risk of security breaches due to 

emissions given off by unshielded copper cabling due to its immunity 
to electrical interference such as Electro Magnetic Interference 
(EMI), Radio Frequency Interference (RFI), cross-talk, and ground. 
Additionally, fiber optic links do not generate electrical interference 
signals. These qualities make fiber to the desktop extremely attractive 
to network architects

Environments Deploying FTTD 

`` High Security Networks 

`` Virtual Networks using Thin Clients

`` LAN Networks with Extended Distances to Workstations

`` Locations where Power is Limited or Unavailable

`` Businesses Enhancing Bandwidth Availability

`` Operations Moving Data at High Transmission Rates

• SECURITY: Fiber is more challenging for hackers to tap. Because 
copper emits electromagnetic signals, hackers can read data 
nearby without actually touching the lines.  A fiber cable uses light 
that is completely shielded; so a hacker would have to physically 
splice into the line which is difficult and easy to detect. For these 
reasons, fiber is immune to EMI and RFI caused by machinery, 
fluorescent lights and other radio signaling equipment used for 
communications.

• SPEED & RELIABILITY: Fiber has a higher carrying capacity 
which can handle much faster network speeds than copper. As 
data demand grows, fiber can offer guaranteed bandwidth and 
reliability.

• LOWER COST: Fiber used to be more expensive than copper. 
As demand has increased, manufacturing costs have dropped 
and connectivity is easier than ever. Initial cost to install fiber is 
comparable to copper and often less overall. Additionally, once 
installed, maintenance costs are much lower than copper.

• FUTURE PROOF: Installing fiber is a way to ensure your network 
cabling can kep up with the growth in network traffic over time, 
run Gigabit and 10-Gigabit data rates and support future network 
applications.
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Product Category Part Number Description

NICS

N-FX-XX*-03 100Base-FX PCI NIC 

N-FXE-XX*-02 100Base-FX PCIe NIC

N-GSE-XX*-01 100Base/GigE PCIe NIC

N-GSX-XX*-03 1000Base/GigE PCI NIC

Media Converters

M/E-PSW-FX-02(xx*) Mini 10/100 Bridging Media Converter

E-100BTX-FX-05(xx*) Fast Ethernet Media Converter

M/GE-PSW-xX*-01 Mini 10/100/1000 Bridging Media Converter

SGFEB10xx*-120 10/100/1000 Ethernet Media Converter

POE(+) Media Converters

SPOEB10xx*-100 Power-Over-Ethernet PSE Media Converter 10/100 Bridging

SGPOE10xx*-100 Power-Over-Ethernet PSE Media Converter 10/100/1000 Bridging

SGPAT10xx*-100 10/100/1000 Power-Over-Ethernet (PoE+) PSE Media Converter

USB to Fiber Adaptor

TN-USB-FX-01(xx*) USB 2.0 to 100Base-FX Ethernet Fiber Adapter

Fiber to the Desk  Family of Products

NICs:NICs:NICs:
Network Interface Cards can be installed into Network Interface Cards can be installed into Network Interface Cards can be installed into 
desktop, laptops, workstation computers and desktop, laptops, workstation computers and desktop, laptops, workstation computers and desktop, laptops, workstation computers and 
thin clients for a straight fiber connection at the thin clients for a straight fiber connection at the thin clients for a straight fiber connection at the 
back of the computer. Transition offers PCI and back of the computer. Transition offers PCI and back of the computer. Transition offers PCI and 
PCI-Express (PCIe) cards to support a variety PCI-Express (PCIe) cards to support a variety PCI-Express (PCIe) cards to support a variety 
of computer systems.  Our NICs are bundled of computer systems.  Our NICs are bundled of computer systems.  Our NICs are bundled 
and factory installed by major manufacturers. and factory installed by major manufacturers. and factory installed by major manufacturers. and factory installed by major manufacturers. 
They’re also easily installed with drivers for They’re also easily installed with drivers for They’re also easily installed with drivers for They’re also easily installed with drivers for 
Windows and other popular operating systems Windows and other popular operating systems Windows and other popular operating systems Windows and other popular operating systems 
readily available on our support site.readily available on our support site.readily available on our support site.readily available on our support site.readily available on our support site.readily available on our support site.

NICs:NICs:NICs:

thin clients for a straight fiber connection at the thin clients for a straight fiber connection at the thin clients for a straight fiber connection at the 

NICs:NICs:NICs:
Network Interface Cards can be installed into Network Interface Cards can be installed into Network Interface Cards can be installed into 
desktop, laptops, workstation computers and desktop, laptops, workstation computers and desktop, laptops, workstation computers and 
thin clients for a straight fiber connection at the thin clients for a straight fiber connection at the thin clients for a straight fiber connection at the 

Media Converters: Media Converters: Media Converters: Media Converters: Media Converters: Media Converters: 
Stand-alone media converters can be tucked Stand-alone media converters can be tucked Stand-alone media converters can be tucked 
behind the PC or desk to create a fiber behind the PC or desk to create a fiber behind the PC or desk to create a fiber 
connection from the RJ-45 Copper Ethernet connection from the RJ-45 Copper Ethernet connection from the RJ-45 Copper Ethernet 
port of the attached system.  Media Converters port of the attached system.  Media Converters port of the attached system.  Media Converters 
function independently of Operating Systems, function independently of Operating Systems, function independently of Operating Systems, 
converting to fiber externally and are compatible converting to fiber externally and are compatible converting to fiber externally and are compatible 
with all PCs. Stand-alone media converters also with all PCs. Stand-alone media converters also with all PCs. Stand-alone media converters also 
work to convert Power-over-Ethernet copper work to convert Power-over-Ethernet copper work to convert Power-over-Ethernet copper 
to fiber for VoIP Phones.  Transition also has a to fiber for VoIP Phones.  Transition also has a to fiber for VoIP Phones.  Transition also has a 
USB-powered Media Converter to use where USB-powered Media Converter to use where USB-powered Media Converter to use where 
limited power is available.limited power is available.limited power is available.limited power is available.limited power is available.limited power is available.

Media Converters: Media Converters: Media Converters: 

connection from the RJ-45 Copper Ethernet connection from the RJ-45 Copper Ethernet connection from the RJ-45 Copper Ethernet 

Media Converters: Media Converters: Media Converters: 
Stand-alone media converters can be tucked Stand-alone media converters can be tucked Stand-alone media converters can be tucked 
behind the PC or desk to create a fiber behind the PC or desk to create a fiber behind the PC or desk to create a fiber 
connection from the RJ-45 Copper Ethernet connection from the RJ-45 Copper Ethernet connection from the RJ-45 Copper Ethernet 

USB to Fiber Network USB to Fiber Network USB to Fiber Network USB to Fiber Network USB to Fiber Network USB to Fiber Network 
Adaptor: Adaptor: Adaptor: 
Scorpion-USB™ is designed for laptop, Scorpion-USB™ is designed for laptop, Scorpion-USB™ is designed for laptop, 
notebook and tablet PCs as well as thin clients.  notebook and tablet PCs as well as thin clients.  notebook and tablet PCs as well as thin clients.  
This device connects the PC through the This device connects the PC through the This device connects the PC through the 
USB 2.0 port creating an Ethernet over fiber USB 2.0 port creating an Ethernet over fiber USB 2.0 port creating an Ethernet over fiber 
connection quickly and reliably. Just plug the connection quickly and reliably. Just plug the connection quickly and reliably. Just plug the 
adaptor into the USB port, install the driver and adaptor into the USB port, install the driver and adaptor into the USB port, install the driver and 
the connection is ready. This adapter is also the connection is ready. This adapter is also the connection is ready. This adapter is also 
powered via USB for ease of use.powered via USB for ease of use.powered via USB for ease of use.powered via USB for ease of use.powered via USB for ease of use.powered via USB for ease of use.

Scorpion-USB™ is designed for laptop, Scorpion-USB™ is designed for laptop, Scorpion-USB™ is designed for laptop, 

USB to Fiber Network USB to Fiber Network USB to Fiber Network USB to Fiber Network USB to Fiber Network USB to Fiber Network 
Adaptor: Adaptor: Adaptor: 
Scorpion-USB™ is designed for laptop, Scorpion-USB™ is designed for laptop, Scorpion-USB™ is designed for laptop, 

Transition Networks provides a complete product family for fiber-to-the-desktop applications including Network Interface Cards (NICs), copper to fiber media converters 
and USB to Ethernet over Fiber network adaptors.  Our extensive portfolio supports a variety of network protocols, including 10, 100, Gigabit and 10-Gigabit Ethernet. 

USB to Fiber Adaptor

Denotes additional part numbers needed to distinguish connector type and mode (multimode or  
single mode). For additional information see website, datasheet or contact Federal Sales.
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